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Why engaging our stakeholders 
matters
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• Our stakeholders are critical to our success and to the success of the 

energy transition.

• The complexity of the transition means we have to work together to 

find and deliver solutions.

• To do our job better – keep the lights on and achieve the energy 

transition – we need to understand, influence and work with our 

stakeholders.

• Trust is the critical enabler of success for our engagement. Without it, 

we will not be able to perform and will lose our ability to influence and 

mandate to deliver.

Ensure safe, reliable and affordable energy and 

enable the energy transition for the benefit of all 

Australians

1. Operating today’s 

energy systems

2. Navigating the 

energy future

3 Engaging our stakeholders

4. Evolving the way we work

AEMO Strategic Corporate Plan FY24



Background
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Purpose

• Conducted annually since 2020, this is the fourth wave of annual stakeholder research conducted by SEC 

Newgate for AEMO.

• This research guides AEMO’s understanding of what is driving our reputation with key stakeholders, where we 

are doing well and where we can focus efforts for improvement.

Methodology

• More than 50 participants were engaged, with a mix of in-depth interviews and online.

• All were asked the same rating questions.

• Participants represent 10 key stakeholder segments. Segments for this year’s study were expanded from 2022 

with the addition of Generators: Coal and Gas, Retailers, and the separation of the previous ‘Networks’ group 

into Distribution Network Service Providers (DNSPs) and Transmission Network Service Providers (TNSPs).

• Weightings are applied if necessary to all stakeholder groups to ensure group results are quantitatively equal.

• As surveys are anonymous AEMO cannot identify which participants provided what feedback.



Quantitative results
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Overall Reputation by segment (0 to 10 scale)
Average Rating

2022 2023

All stakeholders 6.2 6.8

Government and Market Bodies 7.5 7.2

Generators: Renewables 4.6 6.3

Generators: Coal and Gas N/A 6.5

Transmission Network Service Providers (‘Networks’ in 2022)
6.6

6.3

Distribution Network Service Providers  (‘Networks’ in 2022) 7.4

Retailers N/A 5.6

Gentailers 5.8 N/A

Industry Associations 6.0 7.2

Consumer Advocates 5.4 7.3

Segments for this year’s study were expanded from 2022 with the addition of Generators: Coal and Gas, Retailers, and the separation 

of the previous ‘Networks’ group into DNSPs and TNSPs.

Green text denotes statistically significant changes from 2022 (at least +/- 1.0 points).

Quantitative results by segment



General themes – qualitative feedback
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Our core strengths Where we can improve

• Confidence in AEMO’s leadership

• Handling of the 2022 market suspension

• Improvements in stakeholder engagement and 

communications

• Trusted advisor particularly to government

• Enhanced onboarding of talent with energy industry 

experience who bring a more realistic/pragmatic 

approach to understanding industry stakeholders needs 

and nuanced appreciation of commercial impacts of our 

decisions

• Operations and financial management – e.g. explaining our 

spending and investment decisions more clearly

• Operating within our core remit and being clear in our role, 

responsibilities and scope with respect to policy making

• Enhanced speed, efficiency and flexibility in decision-making 

• Balancing a high safety and reliability focus with cost-efficiencies 

and affordability for consumers

• Adopting a pragmatic and balanced (versus engineering-focused) 

approach to meet the needs of the fast-paced energy transition 

• Authenticity in stakeholder communications, engagement and 

consultation



Priority areas of impact
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• Eight key attributes were found to have the most 

impact on AEMO’s reputation.

• The four attributes highlighted in orange, with 

Performance Scores of 70% or below, are 

considered priorities for improvement. 

• The four attributes highlighted in pink, with 

Performance Scores of 71% or higher, are key 

strengths to leverage and maintain. 



Strategic action priority matrix
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AEMO’s top 5 key drivers of reputation and trust are circled in red:
1 is a strength, 4 are priorities for improvement.



Leveraging our opportunities
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SEC Newgate identified five key opportunities for AEMO to pursue:

Leverage trust in relationships, 

engage via CEO and other 

senior leaders

Continue to improve 

transparency, timeliness and 

authenticity of communications 

and engagement

Concerted focus on industry 

stakeholders

Demonstrate greater financial 

rigour

Emphasise our ongoing 

expertise in effective operation of 

the market in our 

communications and 

engagement
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We will action input from our stakeholders through 
our FY24 Strategic Coporate Plan initiatives



Thank you
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